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Abstract—Today distributed development depend on an ever-growing plethora of tools that provide a continual stream of updates and place developers into a situation of channel overload and information fragmentation. In this paper, we present our initial work on the definition of a model, named hub-and-spoke, for a loosely-coupled integration of development tools that can help developers cope with these issues, while also increasing their overall situational awareness.
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I. INTRODUCTION

Today an ever-growing plethora of different tools are needed to develop and manage distributed software projects that keep growing in both size and complexity [2]. Developing and managing software projects is not easy and doing it remotely is an even greater challenge. To enable software developers to work more effectively, other tools are often introduced, which end up causing channel overload [19]. The effect of more and more tools producing more and more information is placing developers into a situation of information fragmentation [19] and overload [16]. As such, the productivity of software developers is constantly undermined by a growing flow of information available at different places: API documentation to read, source code to traverse, build and deployment updates, email, RSS feeds and social media notifications, all provide a continual stream of updates that is difficult to keep track of.

Keeping up with these updates, however, is as consuming as vital because they provide developers with different information elements that are needed to keep aware of what is happening within a software project, especially if distributed. In fact, awareness, defined as “an understanding of the activities of others, which provides a context for your own activity” [8], is fundamental in distributed software development as it provides mechanisms to coordinate group activities [13]. According to Gutwin et al. [10], the members of a group typically seek information on coworkers, tasks and artifacts.

Following these information needs, four types of awareness have been acknowledged so far: (i) informal or presence awareness, i.e., who is around and their availability; (ii) group-structural awareness, i.e., members’ roles and teams’ internal structure; (iii) workspace awareness, i.e., who changed a shared artifact and when; (iv) social awareness, i.e., the understanding about existing social connections within a group [4]. Taken together, these four types help individuals build and maintain their situational awareness, a term used in cognitive psychology to refer to a state of mind where a person is aware of the elements of their immediate environments. Hipikat [6], Mylyn [16] and Palantir [17] are three successful examples of tools that help developers maintain a situational awareness in software development environments [1].

In this paper, we present our initial work on the definition of a model for a lightweight, loosely-coupled integration of software development tools that can help distributed developers cope with the overload of channels and the fragmentation of information coming from their usage, while also increasing their overall situational awareness. We call this model hub-and-spoke because we identify a few central tools, i.e., the hubs, to which the other integrated tools are connected through the spokes. These hubs first aggregate the information flowing through the spokes and then dispatch it to either other hubs or team members after performing filtering and ranking on its elements.

The remainder of the paper is structured as follows. In Section 2 we review the background on software engineering tool integration. In Section 3, we illustrate the hub-and-spoke model in general, whereas in Section 4 we instantiate the model to illustrate a future case study. Finally, in Section 5 we present our future work.

II. SOFTWARE ENGINEERING TOOL INTEGRATION

The topic of tool integration flourished during the ‘90s, following the desire to produce software engineering environments that would support the entire development lifecycle through the combination of different tools, each addressing a different aspect of the development process. According to Wasserman [20], such environments combine tools along five dimensions of integration: (i) platform, (ii) control, (iii) process, (iv) data and (v) presentation. Accordingly, building an integrated environment results into...
one platform that allows project teams to control the entire development process and its data through a common presentation layer.

An example of such tool integrations are the IDEs, that is, integrated development environments built around a source code editor, a compiler, a debugger and a build automation tool. As they integrate the core applications of a developer, IDEs have proved to be helpful to developers in avoiding the effort of switching back and forth between different applications [3]. Instead, as further tools were integrated (e.g., UML diagrams, communication tools, automated testing tools, version control systems), developers started to feel IDEs as unnecessarily bloated [18]. Besides, this form of heavyweight integration turned out to be problematic since software development tools and frameworks are generally designed for extension rather than combination [5],[14]. Thus, despite the promises of productivity and quality improvements for developers and teams as well as products and processes, research in the field faded progressively over the years, leaving unanswered questions about the benefits of or even the need for integrated environments [21].

In software engineering research, it is not uncommon to observe that a thesis proposed in one decade is replaced by its antithesis during the next one [2]. Therefore, as software first started to turn into Web services, with the diffusion of Service-Oriented Architectures (SOA), and then moved to the cloud, with the spread of the Software-as-a-Service (SaaS) delivery model, heavy weight integrations started to be replaced by a loosely-coupled integrations of multiple standalone services into a new compound one. These lightweight interconnections of services occur typically through Web APIs, either REST or RPC-like.

III. A HUB-AND-SPOKE TOOL INTEGRATION MODEL

Fig. 1 shows our model for integrating software development tools. Instead of proposing the integration along the five dimensions suggested by Wasserman [20], this model relies on the lightweight interconnections of services. In other words, the proposed model ditches the idea of building a single platform with a unified user interface, instead proposing the idea of (i) controlling the development process and (ii) accessing project data through a few central tools.

Such ‘central’ tools are called hubs because they act as collectors of information produced by satellite tools such as issue tracking and version control systems, email and IM clients. In our model, developers still have access to the satellite tools as usual, without having to use them through a unified platform. Project-related information flows through the spokes that connect the satellites to the hubs. In our model, we envision three types of hubs:

- Continuous Integration (CI) hub
- Continuous Delivery/Deployment (CD) hub
- Communication hub

The Continuous Integration (CI) hub represents the toolset that a development team adopts to support the frequent (i.e., several times a day) integration of code changes in the main line of development [9]. Typically, it is implemented through a CI server that automatically builds and tests the code base upon changes. As for the CD hub, it may refer to either Continuous Delivery or Continuous Deployment, depending on the development process adopted [12]. Continuous Delivery means that a new product release is tested in a staging environment that is similar to that of production and, thus, is ready to ship. Continuous Deployment, instead, indicates that, after passing quality assurance tests, the new release is actually and automatically deployed into production. Both Continuous Delivery and Deployment are natural extensions of CI because they presume that developers perform continuous integration of code changes. Finally, we note that CD and CI hubs are represented in Fig. 1 as logically separated, although in practice they might be available through one software solution (e.g., Travis1).

---

1 https://travis-ci.org
All the three hubs are interconnected, meaning that notifications flow either way between them. As such, team-wide communication happens through the Communication hub, meaning that notifications from the CI and CD hubs – e.g., a failed build alert – are not dispatched to the team directly, but rather through the Communication hub. One benefit of this dispatching solution is that teams have (ideally) one place to go for checking all project events notifications (more on this later). The second benefit is the possibility of applying recommendations to notifications, that is, to filter and rank them for each developer in order to reduce the information overload [15]. Implemented by bots, these filtering and ranking operations can be tailored upon developers’ activities and roles. More specifically, the information filtering and ranking may depend on developers’ own awareness network, that is, the set of relevant teammates whose actions one monitors and to whom one’s actions are displayed [7]. An awareness network is the means by which developers keep up to date their overall situational awareness about teammates, tasks and shared artifacts; as such, it is highly dynamic because the set of relevant colleagues constantly changes over time, depending on one’s task assignments or the current stage of the software development process. Therefore, the relevance and priority of notifications dispatched from the Communication hub to developers will vary depending on the current configuration of their awareness network.

Furthermore, all satellite nodes are connected to one of the hubs through an arrow to indicate a unidirectional communication flow. Instead, between the Communication hub and the Team messages node there is a bidirectional communication. This node represents the intra-team communication tool of choice, which can receive notifications from as well as send messages to the Communication hub. Having only one tool handling all the intra-team communication avoids having separate conversation silos and relevant information split across them. Thus, all the important project information from various data sources – messages, commits and deployments notifications, performance alerts – are gathered and displayed in one place.

Finally, as for the Commands node, the tool selected for acting as the Communication hub should be extensible to let developers interact with the development infrastructure by simply typing commands. More specifically, this form of conversation-driven development, or ChatOps as GitHub popularized it [11], is intended to automate tasks, particularly Operations tasks, which become easy to the point that any member of the team can perform them by typing one command with a familiar user interface. Therefore, our hub-and-spoke model can be beneficial to foster DevOps practices in distributed projects through ChatOps. On one hand, ChatOps pushes towards the automation of delivery and deployment tasks – then, fostering CD. On the other hand, it can help organizations blur the line between the roles of Development and Operations staff and eventually eliminate the distinction – then, fostering collaboration. In fact, one common anti-pattern when introducing DevOps to an organization is to build a ‘DevOps team’, which conversely results in creating new silos that actually prevent DevOps collaboration [1]. Instead, our model for tool integration can help team members collaborate while improving their overall group awareness by encouraging shared responsibility between the roles of Development and Operations along the entire development process. In fact, DevOps collaboration demands making Development staff more aware of operational concerns such as system orchestration. Thus, by adopting new automation tools and practices like those of ChatOps, the Operations staff can help developers take care of a system not only during its build, but also when it is released and deployed.

### IV. The Instantiated Model

Foobar, a fictional name used hereafter to grant anonymity, is a medium-sized software company that works in the publishing industry. The company is distributed across Europe and the USA, and it has recently opened a development site in Italy. The company is facing channel-overload and information-fragmentation issues due to the large set of tools that developers use in their projects. In addition, the company is looking for opportunities to spread DevOps practices.
As shown in Table I, there are many software tools currently employed at Foobar, all of which generate a growing flow of information that both developers and managers find hard to keep up with. The company has adopted an agile development process and heavily relies on task automation, as witnessed by the extensive use of testing frameworks and CI/CD tools.

In Fig. 2, we show the hub-and-spoke integration model instantiated with respect to the needs of the Foobar company. Although the Italian site contributes to projects written in three main programming languages (Java, JavaScript and Ruby), the instantiated model refers in particular to the case of Java projects. For JavaScript and Ruby projects, the testing frameworks would change accordingly. In addition, in Fig. 2 we represent the case where Jenkins is used as CI server, but our approach described next would not change for projects where TeamCity is used instead.

The instantiated model proposed here builds around the extensibility of the tools selected to act as the hubs; Jenkins, Ansible and Slack. These tools offer a great degree of extensibility and a large set (hundreds) of plugins already available. As shown above, Jenkins collects all the event notifications coming from the continuous integration of software changes, whereas Ansible handles the events related to the deployment of new releases to the Artifactory repository. These integrations are implemented by adding the related plugins to the CI/CD servers (e.g., the GitLab plugin) and configuring the location where resources are hosted (e.g., the Git repository URL from which to retrieve the code to build and test) or need to be published (e.g., the Artifactory repository location).

As for implementing the communication hub, we propose the adoption of Slack to achieve the goal of controlling the development process and accessing data from one central place. Albeit not currently used at the Foobar company, the variety of Slack APIs allows collecting both notifications from tools and developers, as well as implementing conversation-driven development through ChatOps commands. More specifically, Slack offers the following APIs, all of which enforce security by requiring authentication through app-specific access tokens or OAuth2 protocol:

- Webhooks API, allows the processing of both outgoing and incoming messages, respectively, sent and received as HTTP requests with a JSON payload using specific URLs.
- Slash Commands API, allows the definition of custom commands (starting with a slash and followed by parameters, e.g., /command params), which trigger actions that enable users to interact with external services directly from Slack.
- Real Time Messaging API, a WebSocket-based API that allows receiving events from Slack in real time and send messages through it as well.
- Bot Users API, uses the Real Time Messaging API to build bots that are useful to monitor incoming messages and react to them.
- Web API, an HTTP RPC API to build applications that require interacting with Slack in more complex ways than those possible with the other APIs.

In particular, we intend to use the Slash Command API to implement custom ChatOps commands that would help, for example, the developer staff take care of the deployment (e.g., /deploy project-name location), force a new build (e.g., /build project-name) or re-execute test suites even without changes to the code repository (e.g., /test project-name alltests). In general, we foresee to add several commands to control the various phases of the development process.

---

2 https://jenkins-ci.org
3 https://www.jetbrains.com/teamcity
4 http://www.ansible.com
5 https://slack.com
Furthermore, Jenkins and Ansible are going to be integrated with Slack using the Webhooks API, thus defining a publish/subscribe communication model for dispatching notifications to and from the Communication hub. Regarding the Real Time Messaging API, it will be used to route messages that are relevant for the project coming from other communication sources (e.g., email clients). As for the Bot Users API, it will be used to implement automatic reaction to certain messages. For example, a bot can proactively respond to performance alerts of an application deployed to the cloud and automatically add new nodes to handle the increased traffic load. Besides, bots would enable the filtering and prioritization of notifications. In fact, Slack is intended to collect all the project- and team-related communications, it is soon going to be overloaded with them. In addition, Slack has a limited support for filtering, as it allows the definition of channels, similar to IRC chat rooms where information can be categorized, and silencing notifications unless one’s recipient (in the form of @username) is specified in the message body. Thus, bots can implement more sophisticated recommendations based on the severity of the messages and the structure of the development team. For example, a team manager may not want to be notified of all new bug reports, but is definitely willing to receive a prompt alert in case of crash reports. Finally, we are going to use the Web API to create tool integrations other than those listed above as we see fit.

Finally, we note that the instantiated model that we just presented might be extended with other hubs that fulfill future needs of the company, as long as they can be connected to the communication hub.

V. CONCLUSIONS & FUTURE WORK

In this paper, we have presented a model for a lightweight, loosely-coupled integration of software development tools. We argued that our hub-and-spoke model can help developers fight the channel-overload and information-fragmentation problems while also increasing at the same time the awareness of the elements in their working environment. As future work, first we intend to complete the implementation of the instantiated model and, then, we will conduct a case study to test whether and how the hub-and-spoke model work in large distributed software projects.
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